
INTRODUCTION.

To visualize the current trends of business and industry
monthly, the Department of Commerce has found it
necessary to condense and compile a large volume of
information. These facts have been of service to the
Department in its attempt to grasp the changing business
conditions. It is believed they may be useful to the
business public and that the figures, in some measure,
will assist in the enlargement of business judgment.

To concentrate such a mass of information in con-
venient form and to make it useful for study and com-
parison, the data have been coded into relative figures,
or index numbers, where necessary. These index num-
bers enable the reader to see at a glance the general
upward or downward tendency of a movement, which
can not so easily be grasped from actual figures.

STATISTICS COMPILED FROM VARIOUS SOURCES.

The basic figures used in the accompanying tables are
largely those already in existence and are collected from
Government departments, trade associations, etc. In
cases where the basic data have been collected by outside
agencies the Department of Commerce assumes no respon-
sibility for their accuracy or completeness. The figures
used, however, are in some cases those generally accepted
in business circles as sufficiently complete to represent the
current trend of the given industrial movement, and in
other instances are vouched for by the trade association.

To be of value such information must be widely diffused
and digested by the business men of the country. It is
not enough that the banks and the big business concerns
should understand the trends in business; the small
manufacturer and the small dealer must have some
understanding, too, so that there may be some semblance
of unity in action. The Department hopes to reach this
audience by offering to them these data.

In preparing these figures every effort is made to
secure accuracy and completeness. On the other hand,
it is realized that timeliness is often of more value than
extreme accuracy. In certain cases it is necessary to

use preliminary figures or advance estimates in order to
avoid too great delay in publication after the end of
each month.

How RELATIVE FIGURES ARE COMPUTED.

In computing the relative figures, the attempt has
been made to use the average of the last prewar year,
1913, as a base equal to 100. In many instances the
basic statistics do not go back to the prewar years and,
in such cases, averages for the year 1919 have been
taken as a base. In a few cases still other base years
have been used for special reasons. These facts, to-
gether with the source of the basic data, are indicated
in the several tables. Certain commodity movements,
such as the production of cottonseed oil, cold-storage
holdings, etc., are very seasonal in character. In
calculating the index numbers no allowance has been
made for this, since it was thought better to let this
fact show in the relative figures themselves.

For those unfamiliar with the use of such relative
figures a word of explanation is necessary. Take the
figures in the first column of Table 2, which deals with
the bank clearings in New York City as reported monthly
by Bradstreet. In 1913 the average monthly clearing
amounted to $7,886,000,000. This number is allowed
to equal 100 on our relative scale. In January, 1920,
the total bank clearings were $23,210,000,000, or equiva-
lent to a relative number of 294, when the 1913 average
is taken as 100. In June, 1921, bank clearings in New
York City were only $16,849,000,000, or on the relative
basis only 214. By subtracting 100 from any relative
number we obtain at once the per cent increase or decrease
above or below the base year. Thus bank clearings in
January, 1920, were 194 per cent above the 1913 average,
and in June, 1921, they were 114 per cent above the
same base. In the number of business failures, as re-
ported in column 3 of Table 2, the relative number for
January, 1920, is 43, indicating a decrease for that month
of 57 per cent below the 1913 monthly average.
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INTRODUCTION.
This summary of statistical information as to the trend of business and industry was placed in type, and for the

month of July 1,500 copies were printed.
It was distributed to trade and commercial journals, to important business houses, trade associations, public

bodies, and economists, requesting opinion as to the usefulness of the data, and asking for constructive criticism.
An extraordinary number of replies have been received, insistent upon the importance of the preparation and dis-
tribution of the information and offering many useful suggestions. Many changes have been made in accordance
with these suggestions in this issue; but the publication is still in experimental form, and the Department is anxious
to receive still further criticism with a view to rendering the publication fully serviceable to the commercial public.

It will be noted that the order of the figures here presented has been entirely altered, that a brief summary of
the index numbers has been introduced, that graphs have been prepared, and further statistical information is given
as tends to indicate the current trend of business.

In order that the publication shall impose no cost upon the taxpayers, it is proposed that a charge of $1 per annum
shall be made for the Survey. After September 1 it will also be included with the reorganized "Commerce Reports"
at a total subscription price for the two services of $4 per annum.

The Introduction given last month is repeated for the information of those who receive the publication for the
first time.

INTRODUCTION TO JULY NUMBER.

To visualize the current trends of business and industry
monthly, the Department of Commerce has found it
necessary to condense and compile a large volume of
information. These facts have been of service to the
Department in its attempt to grasp the changing business
conditions. It is believed they may be useful to the
business public and that the figures, in some measure,
will assist in the enlargement of business judgment.

To concentrate such a mass of information in con-
venient form and to make it useful for study and com-
parison, the data have been coded into relative figures,
or index numbers, where necessary. These index num-
bers enable the reader to see at a glance the general
upward or downward tendency of a movement, which
can not so easily be grasped from actual figures.

STATISTICS COMPILED FROM VARIOUS SOURCES.

The basic figures used in the accompanying tables are
largely those already in existence and are collected from
Government departments, trade associations, etc. In
cases where the basic data have been collected by outside
agencies the Department of Commerce assumes no respon-
sibility for their accuracy or completeness. The figures
used, however, are in some cases those generally accepted
in business circles as sufficiently complete to represent the
current trend of the given industrial movement, and in
other instances are vouched for by the trade association.

To be of the greatest value such information must be
widely diffused and digested by the business men of the
country. It is not enough that the banks and the big
business concerns should understand the trends in busi-
ness; the small manufacturer and the small dealer must
have some understanding, too, so that there may be some
semblance of unity in action. The Department hopes to
reach this audience by offering to them these data.

In preparing these figures every effort is made to
secure accuracy and completeness. On the other hand,
it is realized that timeliness is often of more value than
extreme accuracy. In certain cases it is necessary to

use preliminary figures or advance estimates in order to
avoid too great delay in publication after the end of
each month.

How RELATIVE FIGURES ARE COMPUTED.

In computing the relative figures, the attempt has
been made to use the average of the last prewar year,
1913, as a base equal to 100. In many instances, the
basic statistics do not go back to the prewar years and,
in such cases, averages for the year 1919 have been
taken as a base. In a few cases still other base years
have been used for special reasons. These facts, to-
gether with the source of the basic data, are indicated
in the several tables. Certain commodity movements,
such as the production of cottonseed oil, cold-storage
holdings, etc., are very seasonal in character. In
calculating the index numbers no allowance has been
made for this, since it was thought better to let this
fact show in the relative figures themselves.

For those unfamiliar with the use of such relative
figures a word of explanation is necessary. Take the figures
in the first column of Tables 38 and 78 which deal with
the bank clearings in New York City as reported monthly
by Bradstreet. In 1913 the average monthly clearing
amounted to $7,886,000,000. This number is allowed
to equal 100 on our relative scale. In January, 1920,
the total bank clearings were $23,210,000,000, or equiva-
lent to a relative number of 294, when the 1913 average
is taken as 100. In June, 1921, bank clearings in New
York City were only $16,849,000,000, or on the relative
basis only 214. The difference between 100 and any rela-
tive number gives at once the per cent increase or decrease
above or below the base year. Thus bank clearings in
January, 1920, were 194 per cent above the 1913 average,
and in June, 1921, they were 114 per cent above the
same base. In the number of business failures, as re-
ported in column 3 of Table 38, the relative number for
January, 1920, is 43, indicating a decrease for that month
of 57 per cent below the 1913 monthly average.
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INTRODUCTION.

Two changes in form are made in this issue of the Monthly Survey to further simplify its use: First, instead
of grouping all tables of index numbers together and all tables of numerical totals, each table of index numbers
is grouped with the table of numerical totals corresponding; second, a simplified summary of index numbers
rearranged slightly for the sake of clearness.

The form of the summary table has been changed so as to give the per cent increase or decrease for each
movement for each of the last three months compared with the month preceding. Also there is given the
percentage comparison of this year with a year ago and a comparison with the base year. It is hoped that
this summary will assist in giving a general picture of industrial activity.

Many helpful criticisms and suggestions in regard to the " Survey " have been received. Up to the present
it has been impossible to take advantage of all these, but some will be utilized in later editions. New tables,
giving more details on the foreign trade of the United States and certain foreign countries, have been added.
Further tables of this nature will be included in the later numbers. Price data on certain definite commodities
have been added to some of the tables, and this feature will also be extended in later issues. A diagram com-
paring the mill, or producers', price of certain commodities at present with the peak attained during the war
will be found on page 8. Also, tables showing the changes in department store trade by Federal Reserve
districts are included in this issue (pages 74 and 75).

Certain tables contained in the former issue have been omitted. Some of these, such as those dealing
with the fats and oils, will be used again when the next quarterly figures are available. The information in
certain other tables, omitted this time, will be included later.

These changes and additions in form and character are in no small measure due to the constructive criti-
cisms which have been received. In acknowledging these suggestions, the Department of Commerce wishes
to state that the publication is still in the formative state, and further suggestions will be welcome.
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INTRODUCTION.

The third number of the " Survey " is issued with several changes in the form of the tables and with a number
of additional items. In particular, information from a number of trade associations are included for the first
time. It is believed that these associations will gradually recognize the advantage both to themselves and
to business in general of having the significant trends of their industries made public in this manner.

Many of the tables have been rearranged in order to bring together closely related subjects. For example,
the table on crop production has been broken up and the various items distributed in tables relating to textiles,
cereals, tobacco, etc.

In the early numbers of the "Survey" the source from which the information came was shown in heavy
type at the top of the table. This was done in order to make it clear that the information was compiled largely
from already existing sources and did not represent new material collected by this Department. Now that
this arrangement is well understood, the information as to the source of the data has been placed in footnotes,
thus giving a better form to the tables.

The summary table has been rearranged with the hope that it will give a better bird 's-eye picture of chang-
ing conditions. An alphabetical index has been added at the end of the bulletin which will materially assist
in its usefulness.

Further experience shows that at present it is impossible to obtain data on the majority of items before
the end of the following month.

The present number contains figures received up to November 1, 1921.
2
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INTRODUCTION.

The present number of the "Survey" is presented in an entirely new form. This is necessary because of
the great amount of material which has become available since the publication was started. To prepare and
print the number of tables in the preceding issues involved a large amount of work and unavoidable delays in
publication. Furthermore, a considerable portion of the tabular matter was repeated in each issue. For
these reasons it has been decided to issue each month an abridged edition which can be printed and distributed
promptly. At quarterly intervals the complete publication will be issued, giving details and comparative data
for preceding months and earlier years. The abridged monthly number will be divided into four parts, as
follows:

1. A SUMMARY or THE MONTH'S DEVELOPMENTS, which points out briefly, by means of text, summary
tables, and diagrams, the trend of the more important figures.

2. A table under the heading TREND OF BUSINESS MOVEMENTS, which contains the principal data. This
table, which is an expansion of the so-called ''Summary" table used in. preceding issues, gives for each item
sufficient numerical data to connect it with the preceding quarterly issue, and to make possible the more im-
portant comparisons. The remaining columns of the table are devoted to percentage comparisons which en-
able the reader, at a glance, to evaluate the upward or downward tendency of a movement. This is the infor-
mation most important to the business executive. If he wishes to examine the figures of a particular industry
more in detail, the numerical data in the monthly edition can be inserted in the proper columns of the last
quarterly and the record will be complete. Tn future issues of the quarterly numbers, blank lines will be left
at the bottom of each table for this purpose.

I]. NEW DATA.—Each month a number of new lines of information are added to those already in the
"Survey." In order that the reader may not have to wait until the next quarterly issue, such items will be
given in detail at the end of each monthly bulletin. Six such tables, with their accompanying index num-
bers, are given in this issue.

4. SOURCES OF DATA.—It is obviously impossible to include in the main table a notation as to the source
of the statistics for each item. Instead there is given at the end of the bulletin the various organizations from
which data are obtained and a brief description of the items used. The complete list of sources for each item
will be given in each quarterly report. The sources have been arranged under three headings: (1) Those from
Government Departments; (2) Those from trade associations and private companies; (3) Those from periodicals.

The ''Survey" has profited very much through suggestions and criticisms in the past, and the Depart-
ment will still welcome criticisms of the present plan and suggestions for its improvement.

The present number contains -figures received up to December 1, 1921.
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INTRODUCTION.

The present number of the "Survey" contains (1) a summary text pointing out the principal changes
during the month; (2) a table, entitled TREND OF BUSINESS MOVEMENTS, giving the principal data, together
with numerical and percentage comparisons; (3) detailed tables containing new data not shown in preceding
issues; and (4) a list of the organizations from which the statistics are taken.

A few suggestions have been received to the effect that the period covered by the "Survey" should be the
month immediately preceding the date of issue. In answer to this, it must be remembered that the "Survey
of Current Business " is first of all a statistical record of current business movements. To receive reports and
tabulate them requires time even under the best of conditions. Very few figures are available before the 20th
of the next month. Copy for the "Survey" goes to the printer about the 25th of the month. This gives an
opportunity to enter in the proof figures which are received up to the last days of the month. Thus the figures
received up to the end of December are those covering the month of November. This is as close to the time
of publication as it is possible to secure actual data for the majority of items.

In the main the text has been confined to a statement of certain facts brought out by the actual data.
In certain industries the trends during December have been touched upon, based upon telegraphic reports to
the Department of Commerce, although it is impossible to give actual figures in support of such comments.

It should also be pointed out again that in receiving and publishing figures from trade associations and
technical journals the Department of Commerce assumes no responsibility for their correctness. The figures
are furnished to us by the associations in good faith, and we believe they are representative of the industry to
the extent indicated. The Department does not attempt to check the correctness of such data.

The detailed figures for earlier years and for the months of 1920 and 1921 will be found in the two preceding
numbers (numbers 3 and 4). The issue following the present one will be a complete quarterly number, giving
detailed tables for all items.

(3)
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INTRODUCTION.

The January number of the SURVEY is the first
regular quarterly issue giving detailed figures for all
items. This number is of special interest, because,
for the majority of items, it gives the monthly move-
ment for the whole of 1921. The items in the detailed
tables have been rearranged and the footnotes have
been expanded. In response to requests from several
sources, blank lines for the first three months of 1922
have been added to each table. This will enable those
who care to do so to enter such new figures as they
are interested in as soon as they appear.

The text has been separated into two parts, the
first being a preliminary survey for January, 1922,
based on reports of current conditions received by
the Department of Commerce. The second part is a
statistical summary for the month of December, 1921,
and points out the trends as shown by the actual
statistics reported in this bulletin.

In the large summary table entitled uTrend of.
Business Movements" (pp. 18 to 31) index numbers
are given for the current months instead of per-
centage changes, as in the preceding issues. These
index numbers enable comparisons to be made
directly with preceding periods or with other months.

The detailed tables which make up the bulk of this
number give, for each item, both numerical data
and index numbers covering the last two years by
months, and show monthly averages for the nine
years, 1913 to 1921, so far as such data are available.

The list of sources of information, pages 144 to
146, has been expanded to indicate the exact source
and publication, if any, from which the various data
are taken. The usual time of appearance of each
set of data is also indicated wherever possible.

The alphabetical index, pages 147 to 149, will en-
able the reader to find readily the items in which he
is interested.

USE OF INDEX NUMBERS.

For the benefit of those readers who did not receive
the earlier numbers of the SURVEY it may not bo
out of place to point out the advantage of index
numbers as a rapid method of gaining a bird's-eye
view of the trend of business. For this purpose
reference may be made to the second item in the large
table on page 18, viz—the imports of unmanufac-
tured wool. The index number for December, 1921,
is 99, which shows at once that imports of this com-
modity were 1 per cent less in December than the
average monthly imports for 1913, the base period.

The index number for November, 1921, was 87,
so that there was a considerable increase in the last
month over November. The final column of the
table shows that this increase amounted to 14.4 per
cent. The index number for wool imports in October
was only 72. This, together with the index num-
bers for the two succeeding months (87 and 99,
respectively), show that this movement has been
increasing, although it is still below the prewar aver-
age. The September, 1921, index number was 115j
indicating that for that month imports of wool were
15 per cent above the 1913 average. In November
and December, 1920, wool imports were 97 and 106,
respectively. From a study of these figures it is
possible to obtain a clear idea of the trend in each
industrial movement.
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INTRODUCTION.

Date of issue.—Beginning with this issue of the
SURVEY the date appearing on the cover will refer to
the date of issue and not to the date of the statistics
contained therein. This change is made as the result of
numerous suggestions reaching the department. The
present issue is dated March, 1922, and contains sta-
tistics of industrial and commercial movements which
took place in the month of January or up to February
1, 1922. No number will be issued bearing a date
line of February, 1922.

Advance Sheets.—In order to facilitate the earlier
distribution of the SURVEY, the department has

arranged to distribute mimeographed advance sheets
twice a month. One set will be issued immediately
after the 20th of the month giving the data on such
items as have been received up to that time. Another
set of sheets will be mailed at the end of the month
giving the figures which have been received between
the 20th and the end of the month. These sheets will
be mailed free of charge to all subscribers to the
SURVEY who request them. Such requests should be
addressed to the Bureau of the Census, Department of
Commerce, Washington, D. C.
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INTRODUCTION.

The SURVEY OF CURRENT BUSINESS is designed to
present currently each month a picture of the business
situation by setting forth the principal facts regard-
ing the various lines of trade and industry. These
facts are arranged so as to give comparisons with pre-
vious periods; and to facilitate comparisons between
the various items, index numbers have been calcu-
lated showing the relation of any month to a base
period, usually the monthly average for 1913. Index
numbers are further explained in the heading of the
table " Trend of business movements " on page 19.

Detailed figures for previous months and years are
given for each item once every quarter, in the issues
appearing in February, May, etc., while in the inter-
vening months the table "Trend of business move-
ments" gives all the current data. In order to make
current data available to readers of the SURVEY OF

CURRENT BUSINESS at the earliest possible moment,
and thus overcome delays in printing, mimeographed
sheets are distributed twice a month to those sub-
scribers who request them. One set is issued imme-
diately after the 20th of the month giving data on
such items as have been received up to that time, and
another set of sheets is mailed at the end of the month
giving figures received between the 20th and the end
of the month. The information contained on these
sheets is also published in "Commerce Reports,"
issued weekly by the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic
Commerce, appearing therein usually the week after
the mimeographed sheets are prepared. Requests for
the mimeographed sheets, which are mailed free of
charge to all subscribers of the SURVEY who request
them, should be addressed to the Bureau of the
Census, Department of Commerce, Washington, D. C.
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INTRODUCTION.
The SUEVEY OF CUBBENT BUSINESS is designed to

present each month a picture of the business situation
by setting forth the principal facts regarding the vari-
ous lines of trade and industry. At quarterly intervals
detailed tables are published giving, for each item,
monthly figures for the past two years and yearly com-
parisons, where available, back to 1913. In the inter-
vening months the more important comparisons only
are given in the table entitled u Trend of business
movements" ip. 29). In the quarterly numbers (see
issue for November, 1923, No. 27) blank lines covering
the next three months have been left at the bottom of
each detailed table, which will enable those who care
to do so to enter new figures as soon as they appear.

ADVANCE SHEETS.

Realizing that current statistics are highly perish-
able and that to be of use they must reach the business
man at the earliest possible moment, the department
has arranged to distribute advance leaflets three times
each month to those subscribers who request them.
The leaflets are usually mailed on Saturdays, the first
being issued about the 15th of the month, giving such
information as has been received up to that time.
Further sets of sheets are mailed in the tw6 following
weeks, each giving those figures received during the
current week. The information contained in these
leaflets is also published in "Commerce Reports,"
issued weekly by the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic
Commerce. The complete bulletin is distributed as
quickly as it call be completed and printed.

BASIC DATA.-

> The figures reported in tlie accompanying tables are
very largely those already, in existence. The chief
function of the department is to Wring .iogeftjet these
data which, if avaitahler at all, are scattered in hun-
dreds of different publications. A portion of these
data are collected by GoveoinQ^t dfepartnisnts, other
figures are compiled by tecfiiiical journals, and stiH
others are reported by trade associations.

The source of each item in the detailed tables is
given in footnotes, and a list of all sources of informa-
tion will be found at the end of this bulletin (pp. 52 to
56). In cases where the original figures have been
collected by outside agencies, the Department of Com-
merce assumes no responsibility for their accuracy or
oompleteness. The figures used, however, are in
some cases those generally accepted in business circles
as sufficiently complete to represent the current trend
of the given industrial movement and in other instances
^tre vouched for by trade associations or other agencies.

INDEX NUMBERS.

To facilitate comparison between different items and
render the trend of a movement more apparent, index
or relative numbers have been calculated. The index
numbers enable the reader to see at a glance the general
upward or downward tendency of a movement which

not so easily be grasped from the actual figures.

In computing these index numbers the last pre-war
year, 1913, or in some instances a five-year average,
1909-1913, has been used as a base equal to 100
wherever possible. In many instances comparable
figures for the pre-war years are not available, and in
such cases the year 1919 has usually been taken as
the base. For some industries 1919 can not be
regarded as a proper base, due to extraordinary con-
ditions in the industry, and some more representative
period has been chosen. In a few cases other base
periods are used for special reasons* In all cases the
base period is clearly indicated.

The index numbers are computed by allowing the
monthly average for the base year or period to equal
100. If the movement for a current month is greater
than the base, the index number will be greater,than
100 and vice versa. The difference between 100 and
the index number will give at once the per cent increase
or decrease compared with the base period. Thus an
index number of 115 means an increase of 15 per cent
over the base period, while an index number of 80
means a decrease of 20 per cent from the base.

Index numbers may also be used to calculate the
approximate percentage increase or decrease in a move-
ment from one period to the next. Thus if an index
number at one month is 120 and for a later month it
is 144 there has been an increase of 20 per cent.

BUSINESS INDICATORS.

The diagrams on page 2 have been prepared to
facilitate comparisons between a few of the more

j important business movements. The lines are plotted
on what are known as ratio charts (logarithmic scale).
These charts show the percentage increase and allow
direct comparisons between the slope of one curve and
that of euy other curve regardless of what part of the
diagram it is located in; that is, a 10 per cent increase
in an item is given* the same vertical movement
whether its curve is near the bottom or near the top
of the chart.

The difference between this and the ordinary form
of a chart can be made clear by an example. If a
certain item has an index number of 400 in one month
and it increases 10 per cent, its index number will he
440, and on an ordinary chart the next month would
be plotted 40 scale points higher than the preceding
month. Another movement with an index number
of, say 50, also increases 10 per cent, making its index
number 55. On the ordinary (arithmetic) scale this
item would rise only 5 points, whereas the previous
item rose 40 points, yet each showed the same per-
centage increase. The ratio charts avoid thia diffi-
culty and give to each of the two movements exactly
the same vertical rise, and hence the slopes of the two
lines are directly comparable. The ratio charts com-
pare percentage changes, while the arithmetic charts
compare absolute changes.
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INTRODUCTION.
The SURVEY OF CURRENT BUSINESS is designed to

present each month a picture of the business situation
by setting forth the principal facts regarding the vari-
ous lines of trade and industry. At quarterly intervals
detailed tables are published giving, for each item,
monthly figures for the past two years and yearly com-
parisons, where available, back to 1913. In the inter-
vening months the more important comparisons only
are given in the table entitled "Trend of business
movements*7 (p. 38). The present quarterly issue
contains the complete figures for the monthly move-
ments since September 1921, and the monthly aver-
ages for earlier years as far as the data are available.

ADVANCE SHEETS.

Realizing that current statistics are highly perish-
able and that to be of use they must reach the business
man at the earliest possible moment, the department
has arranged to distribute advance leaflets three times
each month to those subscribers who request them.
The leaflets are usually mailed on Saturdays, the first
being issued about the 15th of the month, giving such
information as has been received up to that time.
Further sets of sheets are mailed in the two following
weeks, each giving those figures received during the
current week. The information contained in these
leaflets is also published in "Commerce Reports/'
issued weekly by the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic
Commerce. The complete bulletin is distributed as
quickly as it can be completed and printed.

BASIC DATA.

The figures reported in the accompanying tables are
very largely those already in existence. The chief
function of the department is to bring together these
data which, if available at all, are scattered in hun-
dreds of different publications, A portion of these
data are collected by Government departments, other
figures are compiled by technical journals, and still
others are reported by trade associations,.

The source of each item in the detailed tables is
given in footnotes, and a list of all sources of informa-
tion will be found at the end of this bulletin (pp. 217 to
220). In cases where the original figures have been
collected by outside agencies, the Department of Com-
merce assumes no responsibility for their accuracy or
completeness. The figures used, however, are in
some cases those generally accepted in business circles
as sufficiently complete to represent the current trend
of the given industrial movement and in other instances
are vouched for by trade associations or other agencies.

IHDEX INTTMBEBS.

To facilitate comparison between different items and
render the trend of a movement more apparent, index
or relative numbers have been calculated. The index
numbers enable the reader to see at a glance the general
upward or downward tendency of a movement which
can not so easily be grasped from the actual figures.

In computing these index numbers the last pre-war
year, 1913, or in some instances a five-year average,
1909-1913, has been used as a base equal to 100
wherever possible. In many instances comparable
figures for the pre-war years are not available, and in
such cases the year 1919 has usually been taken as
the base. For some industries 1919 can not be
regarded as a proper base, due to extraordinary con*
ditioas in the industry, and some more representative
period has been chosen. In a few cases other base
periods are used for special reasons. In all cases the
base period is clearly indicated.

The index numfeers are computed by allowing the
monthly average for the base year or period to equal
100. If the movement for a current month is greater
than the base, the index number will be greater than
100 and vice versa. The difference between 100 and
the index number will give at once the per cent increase
or decrease compared with the base period. Thus an
index number of 115 means an increase of 15 per cent
over the base period, while an index number of 80
means a decrease of 20 per cent from the base.

Index numbers may also be used to calculate th®
approximate percentage increase or decrease in a move-
ment froni one period to the next. Thus if an index
number at one month is 120 and for a later month it
is 144 there has been an increase of 20 per cent.

BUSINESS JOTOICATOBS.

The diagrams on page 2 have been prepared to
facilitate comparisons between a few of the more
important business movements. The lines are plotted
on what are known as ratio charts (logarithmic scale).
These charts show the percentage increase and allow
direct comparisons between the slope of one curve and
that of any other curve regardless of what part of the
diagram it is located in; that is, a 10 per cent increase
in an item is given the same vertical movement
whether its curve is near the bottom or near the top
of the chart.

The difference between this and the ordinary form
of a chart can be made clear by an example, if a
certain item has an index number of 400 in one month
and it increases 10 per cent, its index number will be
440, and on an ordinary chart the next month would
be plotted 40 scale points higher than the preceding
month. Another movement with an index number
of, say 50? also increases 10 per cent, making its index
number 55. On the ordinary (arithmetic) scale this
item would rise only 5 points, whereas the previous
item rose 40 points, yet each showed the same per-
centage increase. The ratio charts avoid this diffi-
culty and give to each of the two movements exactly
the same vertical riso, and hence the slopes of the two
lines are directly comparable. The ratio charts com-
pare percentage changes, while the arithmetic charts
compare absolute changes.
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INTRODUCTION.
The SURVEY OF CUURNNT BUSINESS is designed to

present each month a picture of the business situation
by setting forth the principal facts regarding the vari-
ous lines of trade and industry. At quarterly intervals
detailed tables are published giving, for each item,
monthly figures for the past two years and yearly com-
parisons, where available, back to 1913. In the inter-
vening months the more important comparisons only
are given in the table entitled "Trend of business
movements7' (p. 00). In quarterly numbers (see issue
for February, 1924, No. 30) blank lines covering the
next three months have been left at the bottom of
each detailed table which will enable those who care
to do so to enter new figures as soon as they appear.

ADVANCE SHEETS.

Realizing that current statistics are highly perish-
able and that to be of use the}" must reach the business
man at the earliest possible moment, the department
has arranged to distribute advance leaflets three tunes
each month to those subscriber's who request them.
The leaflets are usually mailed on Saturdays, the first
being issued about the loth of the month, giving such
information as has been received up to that time.
Further sets of sheets are mailed in the two following
weeks, each giving those figures received during the
current week. The information contained in these
leaflets is also published in "Commerce Reports,"
issued weekly by the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic
Commerce. The complete bulletin is distributed as
quickly a? it can be completed and printed.

BASIC DATA.

The figures reported in the accompanying tables are
very largely those already in existence. The chief
function of the department is to bring together these
data which, if available at all, are scattered in hun-
dreds of different publications. A portion of these
data are collected by Government departments, other
figures are compiled by technical journals, and still
others are reported by trade associations,

INDEX I^UMBEES.

To facilitate comparison between different items and
render the trend of a movement more apparent, index
or relative numbers have been calculated. The index
numbers enable the reader to see at a glance the general
upward or downward tendency of a movement which
can not so easily be grasped from the actual figures.

In computing these index numbers the last pre-war
year, 1913, or in some instances a five-year average,
1909-1913, has been used as a base equal to 100
wherever possible. In many instances comparable

figures for the pre-war years are not available; and. in
such cases the year 1919 has usually been taken as
the base. For some industries 1919 can not be
regarded as a proper base, due to extraordinary con-
ditions in the industry, and some more representative
period has been chosen. In a few cases other base
periods are used for special reasons. In all cases the
base period is clearly indicated.

The index numbers are computed by allowing the
monthly average for the base year or period to equal
100. If the movement for a current month is greater
than the base, the index number will be greater than
100 and vice versa. The difference between 100 and
the index number will give at once the per ceir: increase
or decrease compared with the base period. Thus an
index number of 115 means an increase of 15 per cent
over the base period, while an index number of 80
means a decrease of 20 per cent from the base.

Index numbers may also be used to calculate the
approximate percentage increase or decrease in a move-
ment from one period to the next. Thus if an index
number at one month is 120 and for a later month it
is 144 there has been an increase of 20 per cent.

BUSINESS INDICATORS.

The diagrams on page 2 have been prepared to
facilitate comparisons between a few of the more
important business movements. The lines are plotted
on what are known as ratio charts (logari thimc scale).
These charts show the percentage increase and allow
direct comparisons between the slope of one curve and
that of any other curve regardless of what prrt of the
diagram it is located in; that is, a 10 per cent increase
in an item is given the same vertical ir: ovement
whether its curve is noar the bottom or near the top
of the chart.

The difference between this and the ordinary form
of a chart can be made clear by an example. If a
certain item lias an index number-of 400 in one month
and it increases 10 per cent, its index numbrr will be
440, and on an ordinary chart "the next morrii would
be plotted 40 scale points higher than tho preceding
month. Another movement with an index number
of, say 50, also increases 10 per cent, making Us index
number 55, On the ordinary (arithmetic) scale this
item would rise only 5 points, whereas the previous
item rose 40 points, yet each showed the same per-
centage increase. The ratio charts avoid this diffi-
culty and give to each of the two movements exactly
the same vertical rise, and honce the slopes of the two
lines are directly comparable. The ratio charts com-
pare percentage changes, while the arithmetic charts
compare absolute changes.

This issue presents practically complete data for the month of January and also, on page 24, Herns covering February
received up to March 12. As most data covering a particular month's business are not available until from 15 :to 30 days
after the close of the month, a complete picture of that month's operations, including index numbers, cumulative totals,
text, and charts, can not be presented in printed form under 45 days after its close, but the advance leaflets described above
give considerable information as early as 15 days after its close and present almost every week the latest data available.
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INTRODUCTION
The SURVEY OF CURRBNT BUSINESS is designed to

present each month a picture of the business situation
by setting forth the principal facts regarding the vari-
ous lines of trade and industry. At quarterly intervals
detailed tables are published giving, for each item,
monthly figures for the past two years and yearly com-
parisons, where available, back to 1913. In the inter-
vening months the more important comparisons only
are given in the table entitled u Trend of business
movements'* (p. 39).

The present quarterly issue contains the complete
figures for the monthly movements since September,
1921? and the monthly averages for earlier years as
far as tlie data are available.

ADVANCE SHEETS

Realizing that current statistics are highly perish-
able and that to be of use they must reach the business
man at the earliest possible moment, the department
has arranged to distribute advance leaflets three times
each month to those subscribers who request them.
The leaflets are usually mailed on Saturdays, the first
being issued about the 15th of the month, giving such
information as has been received up to that time*
Further sets of sheets are mailed in the two following
weeks, each giving those figures received during the
current week. The information contained in these
leaflets is also published in "Commerce Reports,"
issued weekly by the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic
Commerce. The complete bulletin is distributed as
quickly as it can be completed and printed.

BASIC DATA

The figures reported in the accompanying tables are
very largely those already in existence. The chief
function of t/he department is to bring together these
data which, if available at all, are scattered in hun-
dreds of different publications. A portion of these
data are collected by Government departments, other
figures are compiled by technical journals, and still
others are reported bj trade associations.

INDEX NUMBERS

To facilitate comparison between different items and
render the trend of a movement more apparent, index
or relative numbers have been calculated. The index
numbers enable the reader to see at a glance the general
upward or downward tendency of a movement which
can not so easily be grasped from the actual figures.

In computing these index numbers the last pre-war
year, 1913, or in some instances a five-year average,
1909-1913, has been used as a base equal to 100
wherever possible. In many instances comparable

figures for the pre-war years are not available, and in
such cases the year 1919 has usually been taken as
the base. For some industries 1919 can not be
regarded as a proper base, due to extraordinary con-
ditions in the industry, and some more representative
period has been chosen. In a few cases other base
periods are used for special reasons. In all cases the
base period is clearly indicated.

The index numbers are computed by allowing the
monthly average for the base year or period to equal
100. If the movement for a current month is greater
than the base, the index number will be greater than
100 and vice versa. The difference between 100 and
the index number will give at once the per cent increase
or decrease compared with the base period. Thus an
index number of 115 means an increase of 15 per cent
over the base period, while an index number of 80
means a decrease of 20 per cent from the base.

Index numbers may also be used to calculate the
approximate percentage increase or decrease in a move-
ment from one period to the next. Thus if an in^lex
number at one month is 120 and for a later month it
is 144 there has heen an increase of 20 per cent.

BUSINESS INDICATORS

The diagrams on page 2 have been prepared to
facilitate comparisons between a few of the more
important business movements. The lines are plotted
on wl^at are known as ratio charts (logarithmic scale).
These charts show the percentage increase and allow
direct comparisons between the slope of one curve and
that of any other curve regardless of what part of the
diagram it is located in; that is, a 10 per cent increase
in ah item is given the same vertical movement
whether its curve is near the bottom or near the top
of the chart.

The difference between this and the ordinary form
of a chart can be made clear by an example. If a
certain item has an index number of 400 in one month
and it increases 10 per cent, its index number will be
440, and on an ordinary chart the next month would
be plotted 40 scale points higher than the preceding
month. Another movement with an index number
of, say 50, also increases 10 per cent, making its index
number 55. On the ordinary (arithmetic) scale this
item would rise only 5 points, whereas the previous
item rose 40 points, yet each showed the same per-
centage increase. The ratio charts avoid this diffi-
culty and give to each of the two movements exactly
the same vertical rise, and hence the slopes of the two
lines are directly comparable. The ratio charts com-
pare percentage changes, while the arithmetic charts
compare absolute changes.

This issue presents practically complete data for the month of March and also, on page 30, items covering April
received up to May 14. As most data covering a particular month's business are not available until from IS to SO dam
after the close of the month, a complete picture of that month's operations, including index numbers, cumulative totals*
text, and charts, can not be presented in printed form under 45 days after its close, but the advance leaflets described above
give considerable information as mrly as 15 days after its elm* and present almost every week the latest dmta ilbl
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INTRODUCTION
The SURVEY OF CURRENT BUSINESS is designed to

present each month a picture of the business situation
by setting forth the principal facts regarding the vari-
ous lines of trade and industry. At quarterly intervals
detailed tables are published giving, for each item,
monthly figures for the past two years and yearly com-
parisons, where available, back to 1913. In the inter-
vening months the more important comparisons only
axe given in the table entitled " Trend of business
movements77 (p. 33).

In the quarterly numbers (see issue for May, 1924,
No. 33) blank lines covering the next three months
have been left at the bottom of each detailed table
which will enable those who care to do so to enter new
figures as soon as they appear.

ADVANCE SHEETS

Realizing that current statistics are highly perish-
able and that to be of use they must reach the business
man at the earliest possible moment, the department
has arranged to distribute advance leaflets almost
every week, whenever sufficient material is available,
to those subscribers who request them. The leaflets
are usually mailed on Tuesdays, and give such infor-
mation as has been received during the preceding
week. The information contained in these leaflets is
also published in " Commerce Reports/7 issued weekly
by the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce.
The complete bulletin is distributed as quickly as it
can be completed and printed.

BABIC DATA

The figures reported in the accompanying tables are
very largely those already in existence. The chief
function of the department is to bring together these
data which, if available at all, are scattered in hun-
dreds of different publications. A portion of these
data are collected by Government departments, other
figures are compiled by technical journals, and still
.others are reported by trade associations.

INDEX NUMBERS

To facilitate comparison between different items and
render the trend of a movement more apparent, index
or relative numbers have been calculated. The index
numbers enable the reader to see At a glance the general
upward or downward tendency of a movement which
can not so easily be grasped from the actual figures.

In computing these index numbers the last pre-war
year, 1913, or in some instances a five-year average,
1909-1913, has been used as a base equal to 100
wherever possible. In many instances comparable

figures for the pre-war years are not available, and in
such cases the year 1919 has usually been taken as
the base. For some industries 1919 can not be
regarded as a proper base, due to extraordinary con-
ditions in the industry, and some more representative
period has been chosen. In a few cases other base
periods are used for special reasons. In all cases the
base period is clearly indicated.

The index numbers are computed by allowing the
monthly average for the base year or period to equal
100. If the movement for a current month is greater
than the base, the index number will be greater than
100, and vice versa. The difference between 100 and
the index number will give at once the per cent increase
or decrease compared with the base period. Thus an
index number of 115 means an increase of 15 per cent
over the base period, while an index number of 80
means a decrease of 20 per cent from the base.

Index numbers may also be used to calculate the
approximate percentage increase or decrease in a move-
ment from one period to the next. Thus if an index
number at one month is 120 and for a later month it
is 144 there has been an increase of 20 per cent.

BUSINESS INDICATORS

The diagrams on page 2 have been prepared to
facilitate comparisons between a few of the more
important business movements. The lines are plotted
on what are known as ratio charts (logarithmic scale).
These charts show the percentage increase and allow
direct comparisons between the slope of one curve and
that of any other curve regardless of its location on
the diagram; that is, a 10 per cent increase in an item
is given the same vertical movement whether its curve
is near the bottom or near the top of the chart.

The difference between this and the ordinary form
of a chart can be made clear by an example. If a
certain item, having an index number of 400 in one
month, increases 10 per cent in the following month,
its index number will be 440, and on an ordinary chart
would be plotted 40 equidistant scale points higher
than the preceding month. Another movement with
an index number of, say, 50, also increases 10 per cent,
making its index number 55. On the ordinary (arith-
metic) scale this item would rise only 5 equidistant
points, whereas the previous item rose 40 points, yet
each showed the same percentage increase. The ratio
charts avoid this difficulty and give to each of the two
movements exactly the same vertical rise, and hence
the slopes of the two lines are directly comparable.
The ratio charts compare percentage changes, while
the arithmetic charts compare absolute changes.

This issue presents practically complete data for the month of April and also, on page 27, items covering May
received up to June 14, As most data covering a particular month's business are not available until from 15 to 30 days
after the close of the month, a complete picture of that month's operations, including index numbers, cumulative totals,
text, and charts, can not be presented in printed form under 45 days after its close, but the advance leaflets described above
give considerable information as early as 15 days after its close and present almost every week the latest data available*
Summary for May based upon early items is given on page 27*
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INTRODUCTION
The SURVEY OF CURRENT BUSINESS is designed to

present each month a picture of the business situation
by setting forth the principal facts regarding the vari-
ous lines of trade and industry. At quarterly intervals
detailed tables are published giving, for each item,
monthly figures for the past two years and yearly com-
parisons, where available, back to 1913. In the inter-
vening months the more important comparisons only
are given in the table entitled "Trend of business
movements" (p. 35),

In the quarterly numbers (see issue for May, 1924,
No. 33) blank lines covering the next three months
have been left at the bottom of each detailed table
which will enable those who care to do so to enter new
figures as soon as they appear.

ADVANCE SHEETS

Realizing that current statistics are highly perish-
able and that to be of use they must reach the business
man at the earliest possible moment, the department
has arranged to distribute advance leaflets almost
every week, whenever sufficient material is available,
to those subscribers who request them. The leaflets
are usually mailed on Wednesdays, and give such infor-
mation as has been received during the preceding
week. The information contained in these leaflets is
also published in " Commerce Reports," issued weekly
by the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce.
The complete bulletin is distributed as quickly as it
can be completed and printed.

BASIC DATA

The figures reported in the accompanying tables are
very largely those already in existence. The chief
function of the department is to bring together these
data which, if available at all, are scattered in hun-
dreds of different publications. A portion of these
data are collected by Government departments, other
figures are compiled by technical journals, and still
others are reported by trade associations.

INDEX NUMBERS

To facilitate comparison between different items and
render the trend of a movement more apparent, index
or relative numbers have been calculated. The index
inumbers enable the reader to see at a glance the general
mpward or downward tendency of a movement which
can not so easily be grasped from the actual figures.

In computing these index numbers the last pre-war
year, 1913, or in some instances a five-year average,
1909-1913, has been used as a base equal to 100
wherever possible. In many instances comparable

figures for the pre-war years are not available, and in
such cases the year 1919 has usually been taken as
the base. For some industries 1919 can not be
regarded as a proper base, due to extraordinary con-
ditions in the industry, and some more representative
period has been chosen. In a few cases other base
periods are used for special reasons. In all cases the
base period is clearly indicated.

The index numbers are computed by allowing the
monthly average for the base year or period to equal
100. If the movement for a current month is greater
than the base, the index number will be greater than
100, and vice versa. The difference between 100 and
the index number will give at once the per cent increase
or decrease compared with the base period. Thus an
index number of 115 means an increase of 15 per cent
over the base period, while an index number of 80
means a decrease of 20 per cent from the base.

Index numbers may also be used to calculate the
approximate percentage increase or decrease in a move-
ment from one period to the next. Thus if an index
number at one month is 120 and for a later month it
is 144 there has been an increase of 20 per cent.

BUSINESS INDICATORS

The diagrams on page 2 have been prepared to
facilitate comparisons between a few of the more
important business movements. The lines are plotted
on what are known as ratio charts (logarithmic scale).
These charts show the percentage increase and allow
direct comparisons between the slope of one curve and
that of any other curve regardless of its location on
the diagram; that is, a 10 per cent increase in an item
is given the same vertical movement whether its curve
is near the bottom or near the top of the chart.

The difference between this and the ordinary form
of a chart can be made clear by an example. If a
certain item, having an index number of 400 in one
month, increases 10 per cent in the following month,
its index number will be 440, and on an ordinary chart
would be plotted 40 equidistant scale points higher
than the preceding month. Another movement with
an index number of, say, 50, also increases 10 per cent,
making its index number 55. On the ordinary (arith-
metic) scale this item would rise only 5 equidistant
points, whereas the previous item rose 40 points, yet
each showed the same percentage increase. The ratio
charts avoid this difficulty and give to each of the two
movements exactly the same vertical rise, and hence
the slopes of the two lines are directly comparable.
The ratio charts compare percentage changes, while
the arithmetic charts compare absolute changes.

This issue presents practically complete data for the month of May and also, on page 29, items covering June
received up to July 14. As most data covering a particular month's business are not available until from 15 to 30 days
after the close of the month, a complete picture of that month's operations, including index numbers, cumulative totals,
text, and charts, can not be presented in printed form under 45 days after its close, but the advance leaflets described above
give considerable information as early as 15 days after its close and present almost every week the latest data available.
Summary for June based upon early items is given on page 29.
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INTRODUCTION
The SUBVEY OF CURRENT BUSINESS is designed to

present each month a picture of the business situation
by setting forth the principal facts regarding the vari-
ous lines of trade and industry. At quarterly intervals
detailed tables are published giving, for each item,
monthly figures for the past two years and yearly com-
parisons, where available, back to 1913. In the inter-
vening months the more important comparisons only
are given in the table entitled "Trend of business
movements" (p. 37),

The present quarterly issue contains the complete
figures lor the monthly movements since September,
1921, and the monthly averages for earlier years as far
as the data are available.

ADVANCE SHEETS

Realizing that current statistics are highly perish-
able and that to be of use they must reach the business
man at the earliest possible moment, the department
has arranged to distribute advance leaflets almost
every week, whenever sufficient material is available,
to those subscribers who request them. The leaflets
are usually mailed on Wednesdays, and give such infor-
mation as has been received during the preceding
week. The information contained in these leaflets is
also published in " Commerce Reports/' issued weekly
by tne Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce.
The complete bulletin is distributed as quickly as it
can be completed and printed.

BASIC DATA

The figures reported in the accompanying tables are
very largely those already in existence. The chief
function of the department is to bring together these
data which, if available at all, are scattered in hun-
dreds of different publications. A portion of these
data are collected by Government departments, other
figures are compiled by technical journals, and still
others are reported by trade associations.

RELATIVE NUMBERS

To facilitate comparison between different items and
render the trend of a movement more apparent, relative
numbers (often called " index numbers/' a term referring
more particularly to a special kind of number de-
scribed below) have been calculated. The relative
numbers enable the reader to see at a glance the general
upward or downward tendency of a movement which
can not so easily be grasped from the actual figures.

In computing these relative numbers the last pre-
war year, 1913, or in some instances a five-year aver-
age, 1909-1913, has been used as a base equal to 100
wnerever possible. In many instances comparable
figures for the prewar years are not available, and in
such cases the year 1919 has usually been taken as
the base. For some industries 1919 can not be
regarded as a proper base, due to extraordinary con-
ditions in the* industry, and some more representative

period has been chosen. Tn a few cases other base
periods are used for specia. reasons. In all cases the
base period is clearly mdicj ted.

The relative numbers are computed by allowing the
monthly average for the base year or period to equal
100. If the movement for a current month is greater
than the base, the relative number will be greater than
100, and vice versa. The difference between 100 and
the relative number will give at once the per cent
increase or decrease compared with the base period.
Thus a relative number of 115 means an increase of 15
per cent over the base period, while a relative number
of 80 means a decrease of 20 per cent from the base.

Relative numbers may also be used to calculate the
approximate percentage increase or decrease in a move-
ment from one period to the next. Thus, if a relative
number at one month is 120 and for a later month it
is 144 there has been an increase of 20 per cent.

INDEX NUMBERS

When two or more series of relative numbers are
combined by a system of weightings the resulting
series is denominated an index number. The index
number, by combining many relative numbers, is
designed to show the trend of an entire group of in-
dustries or for the country as a whole, instead of for
the single commodity or industry which the relative
number covers. Comparisons with the base year or
with other periods are made in the same manner as in
the case of relative numbers.

BUSINESS INDICATORS

The diagrams on page 2 have been prepared to
facilitate comparisons between a few of tne more
important business movements. The lines are plotted
on what are known as ratio charts (logarithmic scale).
These charts show the percentage increase and allow
direct comparisons between the slope of one curve and
that of any other curve regardless of its location on
the diagram; that is, a 10 per cent increase in an item
is given the same vertical movement whether its curve
is near the bottom or near the top of the chart.

The difference between this and the ordinary form
of a chart can be made clear by an example. If a
certain item, having a relative number of 400 in one
month, increases 10 per cent in the following month,
its relative number will be 440, and on an ordinary
chart would be plotted 40 equidistant scale points
higher than the preceding month. Another movement
with a relative number of, say, 50, also increases 10
per cent, making its relative number 55. On the ordi-
nary (arithmetic) scale this item would rise only 5
equidistant points, whereas the previous item rose 40
points, yet eacli showed the same percentage increase.
The ratio charts avoid this difficulty and give to each
of the two movements exactly the same vertical rise,
and hence the slopes of the two lines are directly
comparable. The ratio charts compare percentage
changes, while the arithmetic charts compare absolute
changes.

This issue presents practically complete data for the month of June and also, on page 31, items covering July
received up to August 14. As most data covering a particular month's business are not available until from 15 to 30 days
after the close of the month, a complete picture of that month's operations, including relative numbers, cumulative totals,
text, and charts, can not be presented in printed form under 4.5 days after its close, but the advance leaflets described above
give considerable information as early as 15 days after its close and present almost every week the latest data available*
Summary for July based upon early items is given on page 2.
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INTRODUCTION
The SURVEY OF CURRENT BUSINESS is designed to

present each month a picture of the business situation
by setting forth the principal facts regarding the vari-
ous lines of trade and industry. At quarterly intervals
detailed tables are published giving, for each item,
monthly figures for the past two years and yearly com-
parisons, where available, back to 1913. In the inter-
vening months the more important comparisons only
are given in the table entitled " Trend of business
movements" (p. 29).

In the quarterly numbers (see issue for August,
1924, No. 36) blank lines covering the next three
months have been left at the bottom of each detailed
table which will enable those who care to do so to
enter new figures as soon as they appear.

ADVANCE SHEETS

Realizing that current statistics are highly perish-
able and that to be of use they must reach the business
man at the earliest possible moment, the department
has arranged to distribute advance leaflets almost
every week, whenever sufficient material is available,
to those subscribers who request them. The leaflets
are usually mailed on Thursdays, and give such infor-
mation as has been received during the preceding
week. The information contained in these leaflets is
also reprinted in " Commerce Reports," issued weekly
by the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce,
'the complete bulletin is distributed as quickly as it
can be completed and printed.

BASIC DATA

The figures reported in the accompanying tables are
very largely those already in existence. The chief
function of the department is to bring together these
data which, if available at all, are scattered in hun-
dreds of different publications. A portion of these
data are collected by Government departments, other
figures are compiled by technical journals, and still
others are reported by trade associations,

RELATIVE NUMBERS

To facilitate comparison between different items and
render the trend of a movement more apparent, rela-
tive numbers (often called " index numbers," a term
referring more particularly to a special kind of number
described below) have been calculated. The relative
numbers enable the reader to see at a glance the
general upward or downward tendency of a move-
ment which can not so easily be grasped from the
actual figures.

In computing these relative numbers the last pre-
war year, 1913, or in some instances a five-year aver-
age, 1909-1913, has been used as a base equal to 100
wherever possible. In many instances comparable
figures for the prewar years are not available, and in
such cases the year 1919 has usually been taken as
the base. For some industries 1919 can not be
regarded as a proper base, due to extraordinary con-
ditions in the industry, and some more representative

period has been chosen. In & few cases other base
periods are used for special reasons. In all cases the
base period is clearly indicated.

The relative numbers are computed by allowing the
monthly average for the base year or period to equal
100. It the movement for a current month is greater
than the base, the relative number will be greater than
100, and vice versa. The difference between 100 and
the relative number will give at once the per cent
increase or decrease compared with the base period.
Thus a relative number of 115 means an increase of 15
per cent over the base period, while a relative number
of 80 means a decrease of 20 per cent from the base.

Relative numbers may also be used to calculate the
approximate percentage increase or decrease in a move-
ment from one period to the next. Thus, if a relative
number at one month is 120 and for a later month it
is 144 there has been an increase of 20 per cent.

INDEX NUMBERS

When two or more series of relative numbers are
combined by a system of weightings the resulting
series is denominated an index number. The index
number, by combining many relative numbers, is
designed to show the trend oi an entire group of in-
dustries or for the country as a whole, instead of for
the single commodity or industry which the relative
number covers. Comparisons with the base year or
with other periods are made in the same manner as in
the case of relative numbers.

BUSINESS INDICATORS

The diagrams on page 2 have been prepared to
facilitate comparisons between a few of the more
important business movements. The lines are plotted
on what are known as ratio charts (logarithmic scale).
These charts show the percentage increase and allow
direct comparisons between the slope of one curve and
that of any other curve regardless of its location on
the diagram; that is, a 10 per cent increase in an
item is given the same vertical movement whether its
curve is near the bottom or near the top of the chart.

The difference between this and the ordinary form
of a chart can be made clear by an example. If a
certain item, having a relative number of 400 in one
month, increases 10 per cent in the following month,
its relative number will be 440, and on an ordinary
chart would be plotted 40 equidistant scale points
higher than the preceding month. Another move-
ment with a relative number of, say, 50, also increases
10 per cent, making its relative number 55. On the
ordinary (arithmetic) scale this item would rise only 5
equidistant points, whereas the previous item rose 40
points, yet each showed the same percentage increase.
The ratio charts avoid this difficulty and give to each
of the two movements exactly the same vertical rise
and hence the slopes of the two lines are directly
comparable. The ratio charts compare percentage
changes, while the arithmetic charts compare absolute
changes.

This issue presents practically complete data for the month of July and also, on page 23, items covering August received
up to September 14. As most data covering a particular month's business are not available until from 15 to 30 days after
the close of the month, a complete picture of that month's operations, including relative numbers, cumulative totals,
text, and charts, can not be presented in printed form under 45 days after its close, but the advance leaflets described above
give considerable information as early as 15 days after its close and present almost every week the latest data available*
Summary for August based upon early items is given on page !•
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INTRODUCTION
The SURVEY OF CURRENT BUSINESS is designed to

present each month a picture of the business situation
by setting forth the principal facts regarding the vari-
ous lines of trade and industry. At quarterly intervals
detailed tables are published giving, for each item,
monthly figures for the past two years and yearly com-
parisons, where available, back to 1913. In the inter-
vening months the more important comparisons only
are given in the table entitled u Trend of business
movements" (p. 33).

In the quarterly numbers (see issue for August,
1924, No. 36) blank lines covering the next three
months have been left at the bottom of each detailed
table which will enable those who care to do so to
enter new figures as soon as they appear.

ADVANCE SHEETS

Realizing that current statistics are highly perish-
able and that to be of use they must reach the business
man at the earliest possible moment, the department
has arranged to distribute advance leaflets almost
every week, whenever sufficient material is available,
to those subscribers who request them. The leaflets
are usually mailed on Thursdays, and give such infor-
mation as has been received during the preceding
week. The information contained in these leaflets is
also reprinted in " Commerce Reports," issued weekly
by the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce.
The complete bulletin is distributed as quickly as it
can be completed and printed.

BASIC DATA

The figures reported in the accompanying tables are
very largely those already in existence. The chief
function of the department is to bring together these
data which, if available at all, are scattered in hun-
dreds of different publications. A portion of these
data are collected by Government departments, other
figures are compiled by technical journals, and still
others are reported by trade associations.

RELATIVE NUMBERS

To facilitate comparison between different items and
render the trend of a movement more apparent, rela-
tive numbers (often called " index numbers," a term
referring more particularly to a special kind of number
described below) have been calculated. The relative
numbers enable the reader to see at a glance the
general upward or downward tendency of a move-
ment which can not so easily be grasped from the
actual figures.

In computing these relative numbers the last pre-
war year, 1913, or in some instances a five-year aver-
age, 1909-1913, has been used as a base equal to 100
wherever possible. In many instances comparable
figures for the prewar years are not available, and in
such cases the year 1919 has usually been taken as
the base. For some industries 1919 can not be
regarded as a proper base, due to extraordinary con-
ditions in the industry, and some more representative

period has been chosen. In a few cases other base
periods are used for special reasons. In all cases the
base period is clearly indicated.

The relative numbers are computed by allowing the
monthly average for the base year or period to equal
100. It the movement for a current month is greater
than the base, the relative number will be greater than
100, and vice versa. The difference between 100 and
the relative number will give at once the per cent
increase or decrease compared with the base period.
Thus a relative number of 115 means an increase of 15
per cent over the base period, while a relative number
of 80 means a decrease of 20 per cent from the base.

Relative numbers may also be used to calculate the
approximate percentage increase or decrease in a move-
ment from one period to the next. Thus, if a relative
number at one month is 120 and for a later month it
is 144 there has been an increase of 20 per cent.

INDEX NUMBERS

When two or more series of relative numbers are
combined by a system of weightings the resulting
series is denominated an index number. The index
number, by combining many relative numbers, is
designed to show the trend oi an entire group of in-
dustries or for the country as a whole, instead of for
the single commodity or industry which the relative
number covers. Comparisons with the base year or
with other periods are made in the same manner as in
the case of relative numbers.

BUSINESS INDICATORS

The diagrams on page 2 have been prepared to
facilitate comparisons between a few oi the more
important business movements. The lines are plotted
on what are known as ratio charts (logarithmic scale).
These charts show the percentage increase and allow
direct comparisons between the slope of one curve and
that of any other curve regardless of its location on
the diagram; that is, a 10 per cent increase in an
item is given the same vertical movement whether its
curve is near the bottom or near the top of the chart.

The difference between this and the ordinary form
of a chart can be made clear by an example. If a
certain item, having a relative number of 400 in one
month, increases 10 per cent in the following month,
its relative number will be 440, and on an ordinary
chart would be plotted 40 equidistant scale points
higher than the preceding month. Another move-
ment with a relative number of, say, 50, also increases
10 per cent, making its relative number 55, On the
ordinary (arithmetic) scale this item would rise only 5
equidistant points, whereas the previous item rose 40
points, yet each showed the same percentage increase.
The ratio charts avoid this difficulty and give to each
of the two movements exactly the same vertical rise
and hence the slopes of the two lines are directly
comparable. The ratio charts compare percentage
changes, while the arithmetic charts compare absolute
changes.

This issue presents practically complete data for the month of August and also, on page 26, items covering September
received up to October 14. As most data covering a particular month's business are not available until from 15 to 30 days
after the close of the month, a complete picture of that month's operations, including relative numbers, cumulative totals,
text, and charts, can not be presented in printed form under 45 days after its close, but the advance leaflets described above
give considerable information as early as 15 days after its close and present almost every week the latest data available*
Summary for September based upon early items is given on page 2.
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INTRODUCTION

The SURVEY OF CURRENT BUSINESS is designed to
present each month a picture of the business situation
by setting forth the principal facts regarding the vari-
ous lines of trade and industry. At quarterly intervals
detailed tables are published giving, for each item,
monthly figures for the past two years and yearly com-
parisons, where available, back to 1913. In the inter-
vening months the more important comparisons onlv
are given in the "Trend of business movements1'
which is omitted from the present issue.

The present quarterly issue contains the complete
figures for the monthly movements since January,
1922, and the monthly averages for earlier years as far
as the data are available.

ADVANCE SHEETS

Realizing that current statistics are highly perish-
able and that to be of use they must reach the"business
man at the earliest possible moment, the department
has arranged to distribute advance leaflets almost
every weeE, whenever sufficient material is available,
to those subscribers who request them. The leaflets
are usually mailed on Thursdays, and give such infor-
mation as has been received during the preceding
week. The information contained in these leaflets is
also reprinted in " Commerce Reports/' issued weekly
by the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce,
The complete bulletin is distributed as quickly as it
can be completed and printed,

BASIC DATA

The figures reported in the accompanying tables are
very largely those already in existence. The chief
function of the department is to bring together these
data which, if available at all, are scattered in hun-
dreds of different publications. A portion of these
data are collected by Government departments, other
figures are compiled by technical journals, and still
others are reported by trade associations.

RELATIVE NUMBERS

To facilitate comparison between different items and
render the trend ofa movement more apparent, rela-
tive numbers (often called "index numbers," a term
referring more particularly to a special kind of number
described below) have been calculated. The relative
numbers enable the reader to see at a glance the
general upward or downward tendency 01 a move-
ment which can not so easily be grasped from the
actual figures.

In computing these relative numbers the last pre-
war year, 1913, or in some instances a five-year aver-
age, 1909-1913, has been used as a base equal to 100
wherever possible. In many instances, comparable
figures for the pre-war years are not available, and in
such cases the year 1919 has usually been taken as
the base. For some industries 1919 can not be
regarded as a proper base, due to extraordinary con-
ditions in the industry, and some more representative

period has been chosen. In a few cases other base
periods are used for special reasons. In all cases the
base period is clearly mdicated.

The relative numbers are computed by allowing the
monthly average for the base year or period to equal
100. l i the movement for a current month is greater
than the base, the relative number will be gretaer than
100, and vice versa. The difference between 100 and
the relative number will give at o»ce the per cent
increase or decrease compared with the base period.
Thus a relative number of 115 means an increase of 15
per cent over the base period, while a relative number
of 80 means a decrease of 20 per cent from the base.

Relative numbers may also be used to calculate the
approximate percentage increase or decrease in a move-
ment from one period to the next. Thus, if a relative
number at one month is 120 and for a later month it
is 144 there has been an increase of 20 per cent.

INDEX NUMBERS

When two or more series of relative numbers are
combined by a system of weightings the resulting
series is dominated an index number. The index
number, by combining manv relative numbers, is
designed to show the trend oi an entire group of in-
dustries or for the country as a whole, instead of for
the single commodity or industry which the relative
number covers. Comparisons with the base year or
with other periods are made in the same manner as in
the case of relative numbers.

BUSINESS INDICATORS

The diagrams on page 2 have been prepared to
facilitate comparisons between a few of the more
important business movements. The lines are plotted
on what are known as ratio charts (logarithmic scale).
These charts show the percentage increase and allow
direct comparisons between the slope of one curve and
that of any other curve regardless of its location on
the diagram; that is, a 10 per cent increase in an
item is given the same vertical movement whether its
curve is near the bottom or near the top of the chart.

The difference between this and the ordinary form
of a chart can be made clear by an example. If a
certain item, having a relative number of 400 in one
month, increases 10 per cent in the following month,
its relative number will be 440, and on an ordinary
chart would be plotted 40 equidistant scale points
higher than the preceding month. Another move-
ment with a relative number of, say, 50, also increases
10 per cent, making its relative number 55. On the
ordinary (arithmetic) scale this item would rise only 5
equidistant points, whereas the previous item rose 40
points, yet each showed the same percentage increase,
The ratio charts avoid this difficulty and give to each
of the two movements exactly the same vertical rise
and hence the slopes of the two lines are directly
comparable. The ratio charts compare percentage
changes, while the arithmetic charts compare absolute
changes.

This issue presents practically complete data for the month of September and also, on page 26, items covering October
received up to November 14. As most data covering a particular month's business are not available until from 15 to 30 days
after the close of the month, a complete picture of that month's operations, including relative numbers, cumulative totals,
text, and charts, can not be presented in printed form under 45 days after its close, but the advance leaflets described above
give considerable information as early as 15 days after its close, and present almost every week the latest data available*
Summary for October based upon early items is given on page 1.
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INTRODUCTION

The SURVEY OF CURRENT BUSINESS is designed to
present each month a picture of the business situation
by setting forth the principal facts regarding the vari-
ous lines of trade and industry. At quarterly intervals
detailed tables are published giving, for each item,
m<onthly figures for the past two years and
parisons, where available, back to 1913. In the inter-
vening months the more important comparisons o
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are given in the " Trend of business "movements"
which is omitted from the present issue.

In the quarterly numbers (see issue for November,
1924, No. 39) blank lines covering the next three
months have been left at the bottom of each detailed
table which will enable those who care to do so to
enter new figures as soon as they appear.

ADVANCE SHEETS

Kealizing that current statistics are highly perish-
able and that to be of use they must reach the business
man at the earliest possible moment, the department
has arranged to distribute advance leaflets almost
every week, whenever sufficient material is available,
to those subscribers who request them. The leaflets
are usually mailed on Thursdays, and give such infor-
mation as has been received during the preceding
week. The information contained in these leaflets is
also reprinted in " Commerce Reports," issued weekly
by the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce.
T*he complete bulletin is distributed as quickly as it
can be completed and printed.

BASIC DATA

The figures reported in the accompanying tables are
very largely those already in existence. The chief
function of the department is to bring together these
data which, if available at all, are scattered in hun-
dreds of different publications. A portion of these
data are collected by Government departments, other
figures are compiled by technical journals, and still
others are reported by trade associations.

RELATIVE NUMBERS

To facilitate comparison between different items and
render the trend of a movement more apparent, rela-
tive numbers (often called "index numbers," a term
referring more particularly to a special kind of number
described below) have been calculated. The relative
numbers enable the reader to see at a glance the
general upward or downward tendency of a move-
ment which can not so easily be grasped from the
actual figures.

In computing these relative numbers the last pre-
war year, 1913, or in some instances a five-year aver-
age, 1909-1913, has been used as a base equal to 100
-wherever possible. In many instances, comparable
figures for the pre-war years are not available, and in
such cases the year 1919 has usually been taken as
the base. For some industries 1919 can not be
regarded as a proper base, due to extraordinary con-
ditions in the industry, and some more representative

period has been chosen. In a few cases other base
periods are used for special reasons. In all cases the
base period is clearly indicated.

The relative numbers are computed by allowing the
monthly average for the base year or period to equal
100. If the movement for a current month is greater
than the base, the relative number will be greater than
100, and vice versa. The difference between 100 and
the relative number will give at once the per cent
increase or decrease compared with the base period.
Thus a relative number of 115 means an increase of 15
per cent over the base period, while a relative number
of 80 means a decrease of 20 per cent from the base.

Relative numbers may also be used to calculate the
approximate percentage increase or decrease in a move-
ment from one period to the next. Thus, if a relative
number at one month is 120 and for a later month it
is 144 there has been an increase of 20 per cent.

INDEX NUMBERS

When two or more series of relative numbers are
combined by a system of weightings the resulting
series is dominated an index number. The index
number, by combining many relative numbers, is
designed to show the trend oi an entire group of in-
dustries or for the country as a whole, instead of for
the single commodity or industry which the relative
number covers. Comparisons with the base year or
with other periods are made in the same manner as in
the case of relative numbers.

BUSINESS INDICATORS

The diagrams on page 2 have been prepared to
facilitate comparisons between a few of the more
important business movements. The lines are plotted
on what are known as ratio charts (logarithmic scale).
These charts show the percentage increase and allow
direct comparisons between the slope of one curve and
that of any other curve regardless of its location on
the diagram; that is, a 10 per cent increase in an
item is given the same vertical movement whether its
curve is near the bottom or near the top of the chart.

The difference between this and the ordinary form
of a chart can be made clear by an example. If a
certain item, having a relative number of 400 in ono
month, increases 10 per cent in the following month,
its relative number will bo 440, and on an ordinary
chart would be plotted 40 equidistant scale points
higher than the preceding month. Another move-
ment with a relative number of, say, 50, also increases
10 per cent, making its relative number 55. On the
ordinary (arithmetic) scale this item would rise only 5
equidistant points, whereas the previous item rose 40
points, yet each showed the same percentage increase.
The ratio charts avoid this difficulty and give to each
of the two movements exactly the same vertical rise
and hence the slopes of the two lines are directly
comparable. The ratio charts compare percentage
changes, while the arithmetic charts compare absolute
changes.

This issue presents practically complete data for the month of October and also, on page 23, items covering November
received up to December 13. As most data covering a particular month's business are not available until from 15 to 30 days
after the close of the month, a complete picture of that month's operations, including relative numbers, cumulative totals,
text, and charts, can not be presented in printed form under 45 days after its close, but the advance leaflets described above
give considerable information as early as 15 days after its close., and present almost every week the latest data available.
Summary for November based upon early items is given on page 2.
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